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Higher vertebrates, including humans, are capable not only of forward (FW) locomotion but also of walking in other directions relative to
the body axis [backward (BW), sideways, etc.]. Although the neural mechanisms responsible for controlling FW locomotion have been
studied in considerable detail, the mechanisms controlling steps in other directions are mostly unknown. The aim of the present study
was to investigate the distribution of spinal neuronal networks controlling FW and BW locomotion. First, we applied electrical epidural
stimulation (ES) to different segments of the spinal cord from L2 to S2 to reveal zones triggering FW and BW locomotion in decerebrate
cats of either sex. Second, to determine the location of spinal neurons activated during FW and BW locomotion, we used c-Fos immuno-
staining. We found that the neuronal networks responsible for FW locomotion were distributed broadly in the lumbosacral spinal cord
and could be activated by ES of any segment from L3 to S2. By contrast, networks generating BW locomotion were activated by ES of a
limited zone from the caudal part of L5 to the caudal part of L7. In the intermediate part of the gray matter within this zone, a significantly
higher number of c-Fos-positive interneurons was revealed in BW-stepping cats compared with FW-stepping cats. We suggest that this
region of the spinal cord contains the network that determines the BW direction of locomotion.
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Introduction
Most bipeds and quadrupeds, in addition to forward (FW) walk-
ing, are also capable of backward (BW) and sideways walking
(Stein et al., 1986; Buford and Smith, 1990; Rossignol, 1996; Zele-

nin et al., 2011). Single steps (corrective steps) in other directions
are also used for postural corrections during locomotion and
during standing (Beloozerova et al., 2003; Karayannidou et al.,
2009; Musienko et al., 2014; Hsu et al., 2017).

The neural mechanisms controlling FW stepping were inten-
sively studied during the past few decades. In vertebrates, basic
nervous mechanisms controlling FW locomotion are located at
the spinal-brainstem-cerebellum level. FW-stepping movements
of an individual limb are generated by spinal neuronal networks.
Sensory feedback from the limb affects these networks both di-
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Significance Statement

Sequential and single steps in various directions relative to the body axis [forward (FW), backward (BW), sideways, etc.] are used
during locomotion and to correct for perturbations, respectively. The mechanisms controlling step direction are unknown. In the
present study, for the first time we compared the distributions of spinal neuronal networks controlling FW and BW locomotion.
Using a marker to visualize active neurons, we demonstrated that in the intermediate part of the gray matter within L6 and L7
spinal segments, significantly more neurons were activated during BW locomotion than during FW locomotion. We suggest that
the network determining the BW direction of stepping is located in this area.
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rectly and through supraspinal systems, thus adapting their ac-
tivity to different behavioral tasks and environmental conditions
(for review, Sherrington, 1906; Grillner, 1975; Grillner and Zang-
ger, 1979; Arshavsky et al., 1986; Orlovsky et al., 1999; Rossignol
et al., 2006). It was demonstrated that the mesencephalic loco-
motor region (MLR; Shik and Orlovsky, 1976) is a command
center initiating exclusively FW locomotion (Musienko et al.,
2012). The spinal network [central pattern generator (CPG)] can
generate stepping-like motor output in the absence of movement-
related afferent signals from the limbs (Grillner and Zanger, 1984;
Kiehn, 2006). One of the hypotheses is that the locomotor CPG
consists of two parts, the rhythm-generating network and the net-
work responsible for the formation of the locomotor pattern of mo-
toneuronal activity (two-layer model; Kiehn, 2006; McCrea and
Rybak, 2008). It was demonstrated that in rodents and cats, the lead-
ing rhythm-generating networks reside in the rostral and mid-
lumbar segments, respectively (Cazalets et al., 1995; Kjaerulff and
Kiehn, 1996; Rossignol et al., 2002; Langlet et al., 2005).

Although the neural mechanisms responsible for the control
of FW locomotion have been studied in considerable detail,
knowledge about the neural mechanisms for generating steps in
other directions is scarce. Comparative analysis of kinematics
and electromyographic (EMG) patterns of FW and BW stepping
in intact cats revealed similar basic hindlimb flexor-extensor syn-
ergies and led to the proposal that they are generated by the same
spinal networks. Specific timing and recruitment levels of individual
hindlimb muscles characteristic of a particular direction of walking
are a result of integration with specific supraspinal signals and
movement-dependent sensory feedback (Buford and Smith, 1990;
Buford et al., 1990; Perell et al., 1993; Pratt et al., 1996).

A previous study showed that electrical epidural stimulation
(ES) of the spinal cord can evoke not only FW but also BW
locomotion (Musienko et al., 2007) in the decerebrate cat. Re-
cently, we demonstrated that during stimulation of certain sites
of the spinal cord, the direction of locomotion is determined by
the direction of the treadmill belt movement, and if the treadmill
is stopped, in-place stepping is observed (Musienko et al., 2012).
It was suggested that the locomotor system includes two principal
mechanisms, one generating a vertical component of step (limb
elevation and lowering) and the other generating a horizontal
component (limb transfer from one extreme point to the other).
The latter includes networks generating the horizontal compo-
nent of steps in different directions.

The first aim of the present study was to compare the effective-
ness of ES stimulation of different segments of the lumbosacral en-
largement for initiation of FW and BW locomotion. We found that
FW locomotion can be evoked by ES of any segment from L3 to S2.
By contrast, BW locomotion can only be evoked by ES of a limited
zone from the caudal part of L5 to the caudal part of L7. We pro-
posed that the network determining the BW direction of stepping is
located in this zone. The second aim of the present study was to
compare the distribution of spinal neuronal networks controlling
FW and BW locomotion. For this purpose, we used the expression of
the immediate early gene c-fos as a marker of neuronal activity to
visualize active networks (for review, Sagar et al., 1988; Dragunow
and Faull, 1989; Morgan and Curran, 1989).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Experiments were performed on 19 adult cats of either sex
(weighing 2.5–3.5 kg). All procedures were conducted in accordance
with a protocol approved by the Animal Care Committee of the Pavlov
Institute of Physiology, St. Petersburg, Russia, and followed the Euro-
pean Community Council Directive (2010/63EU) and the guidelines of

the National Institute of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals.

Surgical procedures. The cats were anesthetized deeply with isoflurane
(2– 4%) delivered in O2. The level of anesthesia was monitored by apply-
ing pressure to a paw (to detect limb withdrawal), as well as by checking
the size and reactivity of pupils. The trachea was cannulated and carotid
arteries were ligated. The animals were decerebrated at the precollicular-
postmammillary level. A laminectomy was performed in the lumbar area.
To ensure that in our experiments normal EMG locomotor BW and FW
patterns were generated (with bilateral alternation and reciprocity be-
tween antagonist muscles), antagonists of the ankle joint were recorded.
For this purpose, bipolar EMG electrodes (0.2 mm flexible stainless steel
Teflon-insulated wires) were implanted bilaterally into m. gastrocne-
mius lateralis (LG; ankle extensor), m. tibialis anterior (TA; ankle flexor)
as described previously (Gerasimenko et al., 2009). Anesthesia was dis-
continued after the surgical procedures, and the experiments were
started 2–3 h thereafter. During the experiment, the rectal temperature,
electrocardiography, and breathing rate of the animal were continuously
monitored. They were kept at 37 � 0.5°C, 110 –140 beats/min, and
20 – 40 breaths/min, respectively.

Experimental design and analysis of electrophysiological data. The exper-
imental design is shown in Figure 1. The head of the decerebrate animal,
the vertebral column, and the pelvis were fixed in a rigid frame (Fig. 1A).
The hindlimbs were positioned on the treadmill. The distance between the
treadmill belt and the fixed pelvis was 21–25 cm (depending on the
animal’s size), which determined a limb configuration similar to that
observed in the intact cat in the middle of stance during walking. In the
cat decerebrated at the precollicular-postmammillary level, spontane-
ously initiated episodes of locomotion are absent. Locomotion was
evoked by electrical ES of the spinal cord. This method is widely used to
trigger locomotor circuitry in different animal models (Iwahara et al.,
1992; Barthélemy et al., 2007; Courtine et al., 2009) and in humans
(Dimitrijevic et al., 1998; Shapkov and Shapkova, 1998). To evoke loco-
motion by ES, a ball electrode (d � 0.5 mm) was positioned on the dura
mater of the spinal cord dorsal surface (Fig. 1A, ES) at different rostro-
caudal levels (from L2 to S2). In all tested cats except one (Bw1), it was
positioned on the midline (Fig. 2A). We used the following parameters of
stimulation: frequency, 5 Hz; pulse duration, 0.2– 0.5 ms; current, 80 –
500 �A. The stimulation started in 2–3 s after onset of the treadmill belt
motion. To evoke FW and BW locomotion, BW and FW motion of the
treadmill belt (in relation to the cat) was used, respectively (Musienko et
al., 2012).

To test the capacity of different spinal segments to evoke BW and FW
locomotion in response to ES, 12 cats were used. The segments subjected
to ES in individual cats are shown in Figure 3A. One can see that L2 and
L3 were stimulated in 3 cats; L4, in 7 cats; L5, in 12 cats; L6, in 10 cats; L7,
in 8 cats; S1, in 5 cats; and S2, in 3 cats. To define the exact location of ES
points within the corresponding spinal segments, a thorough dissection
of the spinal cord was performed at the end of each experiment.

To characterize kinematics of locomotor movements, reflective mark-
ers were placed on the iliac crest, femoral head, lateral condyle of the
femur, lateral malleolus, fifth metatarsal joint, and the side view of the
walking cat (Fig. 1B) was video recorded (25 frames/s). In addition, we
recorded the anterior–posterior (A–P) limb movements (by means of 2
mechanical sensors, one of which, Limb-R, is shown in Fig. 1A) synchro-
nized with EMG and video recordings.

The signals from the EMG electrodes and from the position sensors
were amplified (bandwidth 30 –500 Hz), digitized at 2 kHz, and saved to
a computer disk.

To compare kinematics of locomotor movements evoked by ES of
different spinal segments, the video recordings were analyzed frame-by-
frame. Angles at the hip, knee, and ankle joints were calculated at the
moment when the limb was maximally flexed during the swing phase
(Fig. 1D, swing angles) and at the moment when it was maximally ex-
tended in the stance phase (Fig. 1D, stance angles).

To characterize the stability of locomotor movements performed by
an individual limb, the autocorrelation analysis of the time series of
potentiometer signals (reflecting A–P movements of individual limb)
was used. The autocorrelation was estimated with the help of the self-
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similarity coefficient (the peak amplitude of the autocorrelation func-
tion; Kim et al., 2007). To reveal asymmetry in locomotor movements
performed by the left and right hindlimbs (i.e., a difference in the paw
excursion of the left and right limbs), the coefficient of asymmetry ( K)
was calculated as K � 2 � �Sleft � Sright�/(Sleft � Sright), where Sleft and
Sright are the paw excursions of the left and right limb, respectively. The
paw excursion was calculated as the distance between the position of the
paw at the beginning and at the end of the stance phase.

Experimental protocol for c-Fos labeling of neurons of spinal locomotor
networks and analysis of morphological data. Seven cats were used for
c-Fos labeling of neurons of spinal locomotor networks. In 2 h after
surgery, during which the decerebrate cat was left to recover from anes-
thesia, the capacity of the cat to perform FW or/and BW locomotion in
response to ES of different spinal segments was briefly (during 3–5 min)
tested as described above. Based on this test, the “optimal” strength of ES
(see Results) and the optimal position of the ES electrode to evoke FW or
BW locomotion were determined. To ensure stable locomotion during
the 1.5–2 h required for c-Fos labeling, a twofold increase of the optimal
strength of ES was used (average 275 � 39 �A).

Three cats (Fw1, Fw2, and Fw3) were used for c-Fos labeling of neu-
rons activated during FW locomotion evoked by ES applied to the rostral
part of L5, between L6 and L7, and to the middle of L7, respectively (Fig.
2A). Three other cats (Bw1, Bw2, and Bw3) were used for c-Fos labeling
of neurons activated during BW locomotion evoked by ES applied to the
middle of L7, to the rostral part of L6 and to the border between L5 and
L6, respectively (Fig. 2A). The cats performed 1–2 min of locomotion
alternated with 2– 4 min of rest during 1.5–2 h (Jasmin et al., 1994; Ahn
et al., 2006). In addition, to reveal neurons with early c-fos expression
(Ahn et al., 2006) and to test the specificity of c-Fos immunostaining

under our experimental conditions, one cat
(sFW) performed FW locomotion for 30 min
only. In this cat ES was applied to each of L5–L7
segments for 10 min.

Perfusion and dissection. At the end of exper-
iments, animals were deeply anesthetized with
isoflurane (5%), and then perfused transcardi-
ally with 0.9% NaCl (2.0 L) in 0.1 M PBS at pH
7.4, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (2.0 L)
in 0.1 M PBS, pH 7.4. Then a detailed dissection
of vertebrae, roots, and spinal cord was per-
formed to determine the exact level of the spi-
nal cord stimulation, including laminectomies
of spinal segments used for subsequent immu-
nohistochemical analysis. To define the exact
positon of the epidural electrode, an area below
the electrode was marked by a black dot just
after stimulation. After removing the dura
matter, this mark was carefully transferred to
the pia matter. Before the dura matter was re-
moved, a photo of the dot was made showing
the dot’s position in relation to the blood ves-
sels. This photo was used to ensure a correct
position of the dot on the pia matter. The lum-
bosacral spinal cord was removed from the
spine and stored in 20 and 30% sucrose until it
sank. The lumbosacral cord was divided into
segments based upon the grouping of the dor-
sal rootlets. The L4 –S1 segments were cut on a
freezing microtome into 50 �m transverse sec-
tions. Sections were collected in 0.1 M PBS, pH
7.4. Approximately equally spaced sections
were processed for the immunohistochemical
protocol to label c-Fos nuclei in spinal cord
gray matter (5 sections per segment).

Immunohistochemical staining. Sections were
processed as free-floating. To unmask any anti-
gens, sections were processed in 1% NaBH4 for
30 min; endogenous peroxidase activity was
blocked in 0.3% H2O2 for 15 min. To block
nonspecific staining, sections were incubated

for 1 h in 10% normal goat serum (NGS; Vector Laboratories). Triton
X-100 (0.3%) was added for this and subsequent incubations to enhance
antibody penetration. Between all procedures, the sections were washed
3 � 5 min in 0.01 M PBS. The sections were incubated for 70 h at �4°C in
polyclonal rabbit primary antibodies to c-Fos (PC38-100U; Oncogene
Research Products, Calbiochem; PRID:AB_2106755), generated against
a synthetic peptide corresponding to amino acids 4 –17 of human c-Fos
and recognizing the �55 kDa c-Fos and �62 kDa v-Fos proteins but not
a 39,000 c-Jun protein, in 1:10,000 dilution). In previous publications
using the same antibody, specificity to neuronal nuclei in the cat spinal
cord was demonstrated (Noga et al., 2009). Then, the sections were in-
cubated in secondary antibodies (biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG; BA-
1000, Vector Laboratories; PRID:AB_2313606; 1:600 dilution) for 1 d,
followed by incubation in avidin-biotin horseradish-peroxidase complex
(ABC Elite system, Vector Laboratories) for 1 h. The peroxidase reaction
was visualized with a mixture of diaminobenzidine (DAB), NiCl and
0.03% H2O2 (Vectastain DAB kit, Vector Laboratories). After washing in
distilled water, sections were mounted, dehydrated, cleared, and placed
under coverslips. As a control for antibody specificity, sections were
processed in NGS alone or in solutions containing only primary or only
secondary antibodies. No staining was observed in this case.

Analysis. Images (Fig. 2A) were acquired with a microscope (Olympus
Corporation, 10� objective) equipped with a photo camera (Nikon Cor-
poration). c-Fos-Positive (FOS�) nuclei were often pale on photos
(Fig. 2B, inset box 2, black arrows) because they were located deep in the
50 �m section and thus out of camera focus; therefore, nuclei count was
always done under microscope control. Five sections for each of the L4–S1
spinal segments were selected for analysis in individual cats, and FOS� nu-

Figure 1. Experimental design. A, The head, vertebral column and pelvis of a decerebrate cat were fixed in a rigid frame (points
of fixation are indicated by X). The hindlimbs were positioned on the treadmill. Walking of the hindlimbs was evoked by electrical
ES of the spinal cord. A–P movements of each limb were recorded by a sensor (only the right sensor, Limb-R, is shown). To evoke
FW and BW locomotion, during ES, the treadmill belt was moved backward and forward, respectively, in relation to the cat. Red
circles are reflective markers attached to the skin projections of the main hindlimb joints. B, The side view of the walking cat was
recorded with a video camera (Video). C, Examples of FW and BW locomotion evoked by ES of the L5 segment. Limb-R and Limb-L,
movements of the right and left hindlimbs, respectively. EMGs from right (R) and left (L) TA and LG. HL(R) and HL(L), structure of
locomotor cycles of the right and left limbs, respectively. D, Hindlimb configuration at different moments of the swing and stance
during FW and BW locomotion. E1, E2, E3, and F: end of the swing– beginning of stance, stance, end of the stance– beginning of
the swing and swing, respectively. Configurations corresponding to the shortest limb length during the swing and the longest limb
length during the stance (at E3) are indicated in red. Black horizontal arrows indicate the direction of the limb movement during
the stance and swing of FW and BW locomotion.
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clei were marked by dots on their images. These
images were then processed with free software
from Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012; PRID:
SCR_002285), adjusting the brightness, con-
trast, and sharpness to make contoured
images. Then a “total section” of a particular
segment was created (Fig. 2C). For this pur-
pose, five images were superimposed using
particular section features as landmarks, and
averaged white/gray matter boundaries were
outlined. FOS� nuclei marked by dots were
blurred (Gauss blur, d � 125 pixels) and, fi-
nally, a color-coded image was generated
with Fiji tools to illustrate the FOS� nuclei
density (Fig. 2C). For the images shown in
Figure 5A, the green-to-red gradient corre-
sponding to optical density is specific for
each segment in each cat, and thus these im-
ages allow to compare qualitatively (but not
quantitatively) the patterns of FOS� nuclei
distribution in different segments of differ-
ent cats.

For visualization of the general c-Fos label-
ing in a certain segment within each of two
experimental group (Fw1, Fw2, Fw3, and Bw1,
Bw2, Bw3), data from three “total sections” of a
particular segment from individual animals of
the FW or BW group were combined to visual-
ize areas with the greatest FOS� nuclei density
(see Fig. 5B).

Statistical analysis. All quantitative data in this
study are presented as mean � SE; unpaired t- and
z-tests were used to characterize the statistical sig-
nificance when comparing different means. The
significance level was set at p � 0.05.

Results
Efficacy of ES of different lumbosacral
segments to evoke FW and
BW locomotion
To test the capacity of different spinal
segments to trigger FW and BW locomo-
tion in response to ES, first, the optimal
strength of ES stimulation was deter-
mined for individual cats (Musienko et
al., 2007, 2012). For this purpose, a stim-
ulating electrode was placed on L5, and
the minimal strength of ES sufficient to
evoke stable FW locomotion (at least 10
steps with digitigrade paw placement) was
determined. Then, ES with this optimal
strength was applied to other segments
(from L2 to S2) to test their capacity to
evoke FW and BW locomotion. The value
of the optimal strength of ES was within
the range of 80 –250 �A in individual cats.
The red line in Figure 3C shows the
mean � SE value of the optimal strength
of ES for animals in which a particular
segment was subjected to ES. If the opti-
mal strength of ES was not efficient to ini-
tiate BW or FW stepping, the strength of
ES was increased up to 300 –500 �A (Fig.
3C, gray line). However, we found that an
increase in the strength of ES above the
optimal value did not lead to the initiation
of locomotion.

Figure 2. c-Fos Labeling of spinal neurons of locomotor networks and analysis of distribution of c-Fos-positive neurons.
A, Sites of ES application for initiation of BW and FW locomotion in individual cats used for c-Fos labeling of spinal neurons.
Fw1, Fw2, Fw3 and Bw1, Bw2, Bw3 are cats that performed FW and BW locomotion, respectively. B, Distribution of FOS�
nuclei on a frontal section of L7 in the cat Fw2. Borders between Rexed laminae are indicated by interrupted lines. Rexed
laminae were segregated on the basis of morphological criteria described by Rexed (1954). Right, Magnifications of the red
boxed areas containing labeled interneuronal nuclei (box 1), motoneuronal nuclei marked by black arrows (box 2) and
unlabeled motoneuronal nuclei marked by white arrows (box 3). Scale bar, 200 �m. C, Procedure for visualizing the density
of the FOS� nuclei distributed over the cross section of a particular spinal segment (see Material and Methods). Bottom
left, A color map of the density of FOS� nuclei.
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The results of testing the efficacy of ES of different lumbosa-
cral segments to evoke FW and BW locomotion are summarized
in Figure 3A. Each horizontal line in this figure shows the results
obtained in an individual animal. Thick lines indicate segments
(or parts of the segments) to which ES was applied, and their
color indicates the effect of stimulation. One can see that ES of L2
was not able to initiate either FW or BW locomotion (Fig. 3A, L2,
pink and light green thick lines, respectively).

ES applied to L3 evoked FW locomotion in 2 of 3 (67%, Fig.
3B) tested cats (Fig. 3A, L3, red thick lines and pink thick line) but
did not evoke BW locomotion in any of the 3 tested cats (Fig. 3A,
L3, light green thick lines).

We found that ES applied at different rostrocaudal levels of
segments L4, L5, L6, L7, S1, and S2 evoked FW locomotion in all
tested animals (Fig. 3A, L4 –S2, red thick lines). In contrast, ES of
the same sites in L4, in the rostral and middle parts of L5, and in
the rostral and caudal parts of S1 and in S2, which evoked FW
locomotion, could not initiate BW locomotion in any of the
tested animals (Fig. 3A, L4 –L5, S1, S2, light green tick lines).

However, optimal ES stimulation applied within the region
from the caudal part of L5 to L7 evoked BW stepping in a subset
of the tested animals. The probability of evoking BW stepping
gradually increased from the caudal part of L5 (success in 40% of
tested cats) to L6 (success in 50, 67, and 86% of tested animals
stimulated in the rostral, middle, and caudal parts of the segment,
respectively) and then decreased in L7 (success in 29 and 20% of
tested animals stimulated in the rostral and caudal parts of the
segment, respectively; Fig. 3B). As shown in Figure 3A, each cat
had a specific region of the spinal cord where stimulation evoked
BW stepping. That region occupied at most one segment length
(on average, 71 � 10% of segment length, N � 10). Changing the
direction of the treadmill belt motion from BW to FW (Fig. 1A)
resulted in switching from FW to BW locomotion at constant
parameters of ES in this region. Figure 1C shows an example of
FW and BW locomotion evoked in an individual animal by ES of
the same site in L5. One can see bilateral alternation of EMG

activity [in LG (L) and LG (R), as well as in
TA (L) and TA (R)] and reciprocity in the
activity of LG and TA located within each
limb. Similar EMG patterns during FW
and BW locomotion were observed in all
studied cats. They were similar to those
observed in intact cats during FW and BW
locomotion (Buford and Smith, 1990;
Pratt et al., 1996).

Differences in kinematics of locomotor
movements evoked by ES of different
lumbosacral segments
We compared the kinematic characteris-
tics of FW locomotor movements evoked
by ES applied at three different rostrocau-
dal levels (at L4 –L5, L6, and L7–S1). For
this purpose, data obtained in four cats (3,
4, 6 and 7; Fig. 3A) were used. Each of
these cats was subjected to ES at all three
rostrocaudal levels. Table 1 shows the
mean � SE values of the hip, knee, and
ankle joint angles at maximal flexion of
the hindlimb during swing and at its max-
imal extension at the end of the stance
during FW locomotion evoked by ES of
L4 –L5, L6, and L7–S1. One can see that

swing angles and stance angles at all joints were significantly
smaller during locomotion evoked by ES of L4 –L5 than those
during stepping evoked by ES of L7–S1. During locomotion
evoked by ES of L6, these parameters had intermediate values.
Thus, during FW stepping evoked by ES of rostral segments (L4 –
L5), the limb configuration was more flexed during the locomo-
tor cycle (suggesting predominance in activity of flexors) than
that during stepping evoked by ES of caudal segments (L7–S1;
suggesting predominance in activity of extensors). It was also
found that though the paw excursion was similar at all three
conditions (Fig. 4B), the mean value of the range over which
hindlimb joint angles changed during the locomotor cycle (that
is, a difference between Stance angle and Swing angle averaged
over all hindlimb joints in all cats) was significantly larger during
locomotion evoked by ES of L7–S1 than that observed during
stepping initiated by ES of L4 –L5 (t(236) � �5.44, p � 6.8 �
10�8, unpaired t test; Fig. 4C). The stability of locomotor move-
ments of an individual hindlimb was rather high under all three
conditions, although it was slightly lower when stepping was ini-
tiated by ES of L6 (t(14) � 1.96, p � 0.035, for L5 and L6 compar-
ison, and t(13) � �3,43, p � 0.002, for L6 and L7 comparison,
unpaired t test; Fig. 4D). Finally, the mean value of the coefficient
of asymmetry was very low under all three conditions, indicating
similar step lengths for the left and right hindlimbs and thus
suggesting symmetrical left-right hindlimb locomotor move-
ments (Fig. 4E).

During BW locomotion, the limb performed movements in
both swing and stance in direction opposite to that observed
during FW locomotion. In the stance phase (Fig. 1D, BW, Stance
angles), the foot moved from the extreme posterior position (E1)
to the extreme anterior position (E3). In the swing phase (Fig. 1D,
BW, Swing angles), the foot returned to the extreme posterior
position (E1). It can be seen that the limb locomotor movements
were performed in a much more rostral position in relation to the
body compared with movements during FW walking (Fig. 1D,
BW and FW, respectively). We found that the mean values for the

Figure 3. Efficacy of ES of different lumbosacral segments to evoke FW and BW locomotion. A, Effects of ES observed in
individual animals. Each horizontal line shows the results obtained in an individual animal. Thick lines indicate segments (or parts
of the segments) subjected to ES, and their color encodes the effect of stimulation (red, FW stepping; blue, BW stepping; pink,
absence of FW stepping; light green, absence of BW stepping). B, Proportion of cats in which ES of a particular segment (or a part
of the segment) evoked FW (red line) and BW (blue line) locomotion. C, The mean value of the optimal strength of ES for cats
subjected to ES of a particular segment (or a part of the segment) is shown by the red line. The SE is indicated by the pink shading.
The maximum strength of ES applied to a particular segment in an attempt to initiate FW or BW stepping is shown by a gray line.
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Swing angle at the hip and ankle joints
were similar, whereas that for the knee
joint was significantly larger (t(4) �
�6.21, p � 0.002, unpaired t test) com-
pared with those observed during FW lo-
comotion triggered by ES of L6 (Fig. 4A).
The mean values for the Stance angle at
the hip and ankle joints were significantly
smaller (respectively, t(3) � 7.81, p �
0.002, and t(4) � 3.93, p � 0.008, unpaired
t test), whereas that at the knee joint was
slightly larger, compared with those ob-
served during FW locomotion triggered
by ES of L6 (Fig. 4A).

We also found that during BW, the
range over which angles of hindlimb
joints changed during the locomotor cycle
was significantly smaller (t(208) � 12.22,
p � 1.5 � 10�26, unpaired t test), and as a
result, the paw excursion was significantly
shorter (t(3) � 2.71, p � 0.036, unpaired t
test), compared with those observed dur-
ing FW locomotion evoked by ES of L6 (Fig. 4C,B, respectively).
Finally, the stability of the limb locomotor movements was
slightly worse, and asymmetry in the step length of the left and right
limbs (the coefficient of the asymmetry) was larger compared with
those observed during FW locomotion triggered by ES of L6 (Fig.
4D,E, respectively). In general, the main characteristics of the BW
locomotor pattern were similar to those described earlier for intact
(Buford and Smith, 1990; Buford et al., 1990; Zelenin et al., 2011)
and decerebrate cats (Musienko et al., 2007, 2012).

Distribution of c-Fos-positive neurons in cats stepping FW
and in cats stepping BW
To compare the distribution of spinal neurons activated by ES
during FW and BW locomotion, we used c-Fos immunostaining.
We suggested that neurons activated during locomotion contrib-
ute to the control of locomotor movements and thus belong to
locomotor networks. An example of a microphotograph taken
from a single L7 frontal section of the cat Fw2 is shown in Figure
2B. The locomotor task (FW locomotion, in this case) produced

Figure 4. Comparison of kinematic characteristics of FW stepping movements evoked by ES of different lumbosacral segments
and BW stepping movements. A, Angles of the hindlimb joints at maximal limb flexion during swing (Swing angle) and maximal
limb extension during stance (Stance angle). B, Step length. C, The range of hindlimb joint angles changes during the locomotor
cycle (Stance angle � Swing angle, the difference between Stance angle and Swing angle averaged over all hindlimb joints in all
cats). D, Stability of the limb locomotor pattern (self-similarity coefficient). E, Left-right step length asymmetry (coefficient of
asymmetry). Kinematic characteristics were averaged over 120 FW locomotor cycles in four cats and over 45 BW locomotor cycles
in three cats (mean � SE; indication of significance level: *p � 0.05, ***p � 0.001).

Table 1. Basic kinematic characteristics of individual cats stepping FW (�SE) evoked by ES applied at three different rostrocaudal levels (at L4 –L5, L6, and L7–S1)

Step phase ES Joint Cat 1 Cat 2 Cat 3 Cat 4

Swing L4 –L5 Hip 36.6 � 0.4 32.2 � 0.3 53.4 � 0.6 32.8 � 0.9
L6 43.5 � 0.2 37.1 � 0.5 57.5 � 1.0 38.9 � 0.8
L7–S1 41.5 � 0.6*** 40.8 � 0.3*** 61.4 � 1.0*** 40.9 � 0.7***

t(df�15) ��6.94 t(df�17) ��20.93 t(df�15) ��7.08 t(df�17) ��7.38
p � 2.4 � 10 �6 p � 7.1 � 10 �14 p � 1.86 � 10 �6 p � 5.4 � 10 �7

L4 –L5 Knee 35.9 � 0.6 36.4 � 1.1 55.4 � 0.9 37.9 � 0.4
L6 38.8 � 0.9 38.2 � 0.4 56.1 � 0.3 47 � 1.0
L7–S1 40.3 � 0.5*** 40.8 � 0.2** 60.6 � 2.0* 50 � 1.4***

t(df�12) ��3.50 t(df�10) ��4.13 t(df�11) ��2.45 t(df�10) ��8.31
p � 0.002 p � 0.001 p � 0.016 p � 4.2 � 10 �6

L4 –L5 Ankle 42.5 � 1.2 44.7 � 1.0 73.4 � 0.7 34.6 � 0.4
L6 58 � 1.4 46.7 � 0.7 76.3 � 1.8 42.4 � 0.6
L7–S1 45.6 � 1.1* 52.3 � 1.3*** 82.7 � 1.5*** 44.2 � 0.3***

t(df�11) ��2.63 t(df�10) ��5.77 t(df�13) ��5.66 t(df�17) ��22.77
p � 0.012 p � 9.0 � 10 �5 p � 3.9 � 10 �5 p � 1.8 � 10 �14

Stance L4 –L5 Hip 85.7 � 0.4 94.8 � 0.6 102.1 � 0.8 74.2 � 0.4
L6 93.7 � 0.7 105.4 � 0.8 112.3 � 1.0 80.1 � 0.7
L7–S1 100.4 � 0.3*** 122.3 � 1.0*** 118.7 � 0.8*** 107.5 � 1.2***

t(df�14) ��23.08 t(df�18) ��17.85 t(df�17) ��13.55 t(df�11) ��26.5
p � 7.6 � 10 �13 p � 3.4 � 10 �13 p � 7.7 � 10 �11 p � 1.3 � 10 �11

L4 –L5 Knee 87 � 0.4 96.4 � 0.3 107.9 � 0.7 64.8 � 0.3
L6 92.7 � 1.7 117.3 � 0.5 120.1 � 0.7 80.9 � 0.5
L7–S1 105.2 � 0.7*** 126.2 � 0.4*** 121.8 � 0.8*** 104.9 � 0.5***

t(df�14) ��22.36 t(df�16) ��38.47 t(df�18) ��12.43 t(df�17) ��58.35
p � 1.2 � 10 �12 p � 1.7 � 10 �17 p � 1.4 � 10 �10 p � 2.5 � 10 �21

L4 –L5 Ankle 133.2 � 1.2 155.3 � 2.7 124 � 0.6 122 � 0.5
L6 138.7 � 1.5 172 � 0.7 135.6 � 1.0 126 � 1.4
L7–S1 138.2 � 0.4*** 179.4 � 2.7*** 143.9 � 0.8*** 134.7 � 0.7***

t(df�11) ��3.4 t(df�9) ��9.05 t(df�17) ��20.73 t(df�16) ��15.05
p � 0.001 p � 4.1 � 10 �6 p � 8.3 � 10 �14 p � 3.7 � 10 �11

Asterisks mark the significant differences in parameters between stepping evoked by stimulation of segments L4 –L5 and L7–S1: *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001.
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clear c-Fos nuclear labeling in numerous cells located in various
parts of the gray matter. The majority of labeled neurons in cats
that performed FW and BW locomotion were interneurons lo-
cated in Rexed laminae I–VIII. The FOS� nuclei of interneurons
are clearly visible in magnified boxed area 1 in the upper middle
part of Figure 2B. Solitary large FOS� nuclei (Fig. 2B, top right,
inset box 2, black arrows) were identified in the lateral region of
the ventral horn corresponding to motoneuronal pools. They
accounted for 0.97–2.5% and for 1.19 –1.53% of all FOS� nuclei
revealed in individual FW- and BW-stepping cats, respectively.

These large FOS� nuclei presumably belong to motoneurons,
because their somata (clearly seen due to cytosolic background
immunostaining) were large (2600 � 80 �m 2). In the ventral
horn, large cells with cytosolic gray staining but with unstained
white nuclei (Fig. 2B, bottom right, inset box 3, white arrows)
could be seen, suggesting that the motoneuronal FOS� nuclear
label was not an artifact. Rare FOS� nuclei observed in the region
of motoneuronal pools in the present study confirm results ob-
tained in earlier studies (Dai et al., 2005; Noga et al., 2009), sug-
gesting that most motoneurons do not express c-fos after
activation.

The number of FOS� nuclei within
segments L4 –S1 varied from 1526 to 1863
and from 1462 to 2912 in individual FW-
and BW-stepping cats, respectively (Table
2). The distribution patterns of FOS� nu-
clei on the left side of the cross sections of
the gray matter in L4 –S1 revealed in indi-
vidual FW- and BW-stepping cats, as well
as in all FW- and in all BW-stepping cats,
are shown in Figure 5, A and B, respec-
tively. In general, these patterns were sim-
ilar between FW- and BW-stepping cats.
Within the dorsal horn, in all segments,
the highest density of FOS� nuclei was
observed in the lateral parts of laminae
I–VI, although in segments L6 –L7, the
medial parts also showed substantial den-
sity of FOS� nuclei. Within the interme-
diate gray matter, in most cases, FOS�
nuclei were unevenly distributed, and two
clusters with higher density were evident:
(1) around the boundary between lami-
nae VII and X and (2) in a more lateral
region. Both clusters occupied areas at the
border between laminae VI and VII. Fi-
nally, many FOS� nuclei were revealed
within the ventral horn, in laminae VII
and VIII.

Thus, areas of high density of FOS�
nuclei were located not within a definite
Rexed lamina but rather occupied areas at
the borders of two or three laminae or
within a particular part of the lamina. For
this reason, to quantitatively compare
FOS� nuclei distribution on the cross
section of the gray matter in animals that
performed FW and BW locomotion, we
adapted a topographic subdivision of the
spinal cord gray matter elaborated by
Matsushita (1970). He subdivided the
gray matter into 14 areas using several
landmarks as key points for vertical, hor-
izontal and oblique lines (Fig. 5C). These

key points were the ventral median fissure, the protrusion of
the white matter into the lateral gray matter, the most dorsal
and ventral surfaces of the pericanal gray matter, and intersec-
tion points of these lines. As in the original paper, we drew
vertical (v) lines v1 and v2, horizontal (h) lines h1 and h2, and
oblique (o) line o2. We excluded line o1 but added lines v3, h3,
o3, o4, and o5 for the most complete coverage of areas with a
high density of FOS� nuclei. Thus, as shown in Figure 5C, line
v1 was drawn parallel to the ventral median fissure through the

Figure 5. Distribution of FOS� nuclei across the gray matter in segments L4 –S1 of cats that performed FW and BW locomo-
tion. A, Density of the FOS� nuclei distribution across the left half of the gray matter in segments L4 –S1 of individual cats. In
color-coded images, the green-to-red gradient corresponds to the optical density of the gray level image’s loci after the Gaussian
blur. This gradient is individual for each segment in each cat. B, Distribution of FOS� nuclei across the gray matter in segments
L4 –S1 of all cats that performed FW and BW locomotion. For each segment, the image shows the location of all FOS� nuclei in the
left half of gray matter combined from 15 sections taken from three cats (5 sections from each cat). FW and BW, cats that performed
FW and BW locomotion, respectively, for 1.5–2 h. sFW, the cat that performed FW locomotion for 30 min. C, Subdivision of the gray
matter into six areas (modified from Matsushita, 1970; see text for explanation). DL, Light gray; DM, dark gray; CL, light green; CM,
dark green; VL, light yellow; VM, dark yellow.

Table 2. Number of FOS� nuclei revealed in L4 –S1 segments of individual cats

sFW Fw1 Fw2 Fw3 Bw1* Bw2 Bw3

L4 52 287 296 301 156 411 423
L5 103 176 365 263 223 341 327
L6 96 315 227 443 361 827 469
L7 116 460 377 479 445 824 828
S1 92 288 526 377 277 509 415
Total 471 1526 1791 1863 1462 2912 2462

Asterisk marks the cat (Bw1) that performed asymmetric locomotor movements reflected in the FOS� nuclei
distribution. A substantial reduction in the number of FOS� nuclei on the side ipsilateral to the hindlimb exhibited
a reduced step length resulted in a relatively small (compared with that observed in other BW stepping cats) total
number of FOS� nuclei revealed in this cat.
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protrusion of the white matter into the
lateral gray matter (point C); v1 crossed
the ventral border of the gray matter at
point D. Lines h1 and h2 were tangents
at the dorsal and ventral borders of the
pericanal gray matter (points A and B,
respectively); line h1 crossed line v1 at
point I. Line o2 connected point D with
point B; point E was the midpoint of
segment BD. Line v2 was drawn parallel
to v1 through point E, and it crossed line
h2 at point F. Line h3 was drawn
through point C parallel to lines h1 and
h2; h3 crossed line v2 at point G; point H
was the midpoint of segment CG. Line
v3 was drawn parallel to v1 and v2
through point H. Lines o3, o4, and o5
were drawn through points I and F, A
and B, and D and F, respectively. As a
result, the gray matter was subdivided
into six areas: two areas in the dorsal
horn [medial dorsal (DM) and lateral
dorsal (DL) areas, corresponding to Fig.
5C, dark and light gray areas, respec-
tively], two in the ventral horn [medial
ventral (VM) and lateral ventral (VL)
areas corresponding to Fig. 5C, dark and
light yellow areas, respectively], and two
in the central region [medial central
(CM) and lateral central (CL) areas cor-
responding to Fig. 5C, dark and light
green areas, respectively].

Figure 6A shows the mean (�SE)
number of FOS� nuclei in each of the six
areas (DL, DM, CL, CM, VL, and VM) of
the gray matter in segments L4 –S1 of cats
that performed FW and BW stepping. It
can be seen that in segments L6 and L7,
the number of FOS� nuclei in the CL,
CM, and VL areas in cats that performed
BW stepping was significantly (�2-fold) higher than that ob-
served in FW-stepping cats (Table 3). In addition, in BW-
stepping cats, a significantly higher numbers of FOS� nuclei
were also found in the DL and VM areas of segment L6 (Table 3).
Thus, the region of the spinal cord (L6 –L7) in which ES evoked
BW locomotion (Fig. 3A) contained significantly more neurons
activated during BW stepping than during FW stepping. This
result could be explained by direct activation of the majority of
neurons located under the epidural electrode by electrical cur-
rent. To test this hypothesis, we compared the number of FOS�
nuclei distribution in two cats, Fw2 and Bw2. These two cats
performed locomotion in opposite directions in response to ES
of the same segment (L6; Fig. 2A) with similar parameters (196
�A and 219 �A, respectively). The data shown in Table 2 and
Figures 5A and 6B allow the comparison of the distribution of
FOS� nuclei along segments L4 –S1, as well as in different
areas of the gray matter of these spinal segments, in Fw2 and
Bw2. It can be seen (Table 2) that the mean number of FOS�
nuclei on the cross section of the segment subjected to ES (L6)
was substantially (more than 3-fold) higher in Bw2 than in
Fw2. In Bw2, a twofold higher number of FOS� nuclei was
also found in L7. The difference in the number of FOS� nuclei
in different areas of the gray matter in the L4 –S1 segments

between Fw2 and Bw2 (Fig. 6B) was similar to that observed
when the whole group of FW-stepping cats and the whole
group of BW-stepping cats were compared (Fig. 6A). In par-
ticular, the largest difference was observed in the central (CM
and CL) and ventral (VL and VM) areas of L6 and L7. Thus,
the quantitative difference in distribution of FOS� nuclei be-
tween FW- and BW-stepping cats was related mostly to the
direction of performed locomotion and not to the site of the
ES.

Figure 6. Comparison of the distribution of FOS� nuclei in cats that performed FW and BW stepping. A, Comparison of the
number of FOS� nuclei in each of 6 areas (DL, DM, CL, CM, VL, and VM) of the gray matter in segments L4 –S1 of cats that
performed FW and BW stepping. The average number (�SE) of FOS� nuclei revealed in 15 sections taken from three cats (5
sections from each cat) is presented for each area of a particular segment. B, Comparison of a number of FOS� nuclei in each of six
areas (DL, DM, CL, CM, VL, and VM) of the gray matter in segments L4 –S1 of Fw2 and Bw2. Forward and backward locomotion
was evoked in Fw2 and Bw2, respectively, by ES of L6 (marked by red). Indication of significance level: *p � 0.05, **p �
0.01.

Table 3. Areas of grey matter with significant difference in number of
c-Fos-positive neurons during FW and BW locomotion

Segment Zone FW BW

Statistical data

df z p

L6 DL 51.8 77 6 �3.08 0.001
CL 22.2 45.8 6 �2.07 0.019
CM 37.5 63.2 6 �1.72 0.042
VL 11.3 27.5 6 �1.86 0.031
VM 9 27.3 6 �2.55 0.005

L7 CL 37.5 59.3 6 �1.80 0.036
CM 38.2 95.7 6 �2.87 0.002
VL 21 47.5 6 �2.43 0.008
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Specificity of c-Fos immunostaining
To prove the specificity of c-Fos immunostaining in our experi-
ments, we first compared the distribution of FOS� nuclei in a
single cat (sFW) stepping FW for a short period (30 min) with
that revealed in cats (Fw1, Fw2, and Fw3) stepping FW for a long
period (1.5–2 h). Second, we compared the distributions of
FOS� nuclei in two cats, Bw1 and Bw2, that performed asym-
metrical and symmetrical BW stepping, respectively.

In sFW, we found early recruited FOS� neurons (Ahn et
al., 2006). The total number of FOS� nuclei within the seg-
ments L4 –S1 in this cat was substantially lower than that in
individual cats that performed long periods of FW stepping
(471 against 1526 –1863, respectively; Table 2). The patterns of
FOS� nucleus density over the cross section of the gray matter
in segments L4 –S1 were similar between sFW and individual
cats that performed long-lasting FW stepping ( Fig. 5A, com-
pare sFW with Fw1, Fw2, Fw3). As in the cats that performed
long periods of FW stepping, in sFW, the highest density of
FOS� nuclei was observed in the lateral part of the dorsal
horns (DL area), at laminae VI, VII and X boundaries (CM and
CL areas), and within the medial part of the ventral horn (VM
area). Thus, after a short episode of FW stepping (30 min),
c-fos was activated within the same areas of the gray matter in
which it was strongly expressed after a long period of FW
stepping (1.5–2 h). However, the number of FOS� nuclei
within each of these areas was considerably lower in sFW com-

pared with the mean number of FOS�
nuclei observed in the cats that per-
formed long-lasting stepping (Fig. 7A,
compare sFW and FW).

To further test the specificity of c-Fos
immunostaining in our experiments, we
addressed the question of whether the dis-
tribution of FOS� nuclei in the spinal
cord depends on the kinematics of loco-
motor movements. For this purpose, we
compared the distribution of FOS� nu-
clei in the right and left parts of the L4 –S1
segments in two cats, Bw2 and Bw1, that
performed symmetrical and asymmetrical
stepping, respectively (Fig. 7B). In Bw1,
the locomotor asymmetry was caused by a
1 mm displacement of the ES electrode
from the midline to the left (Fig. 2A),
which resulted in impairment of locomo-
tor movements of the contralateral (right)
hindlimb: shortening of the stance phase
(Fig. 7B, Bw1, st) and prolongation of the
part of the locomotor cycle during which
the limb was maintained above the sur-
face. This part of the cycle consisted of a
swing phase (movement of the limb from
anterior to posterior extreme position rel-
ative to the trunk) and a period when the
limb with flexed configuration was main-
tained in this posterior position during
0.1– 0.2 s (Fig. 7B, Bw1, sw and fl, respec-
tively) before the limb landing started.
Bw1 showed a dramatic decrease in the
step length of the right limb compared
with that of the left limb (Fig. 7C, Bw1).
Note that the step length was similar in
both hindlimbs of Bw2 (Fig. 7C, Bw2). Be-

cause the amplitude of the horizontal component of the BW step
exhibited by the right hindlimb in Bw1 was dramatically smaller
than that performed by the left hindlimb, one can expect that the
number of neurons in the network generating the BW compo-
nent of the step on the right side of the spinal cord in Bw1 would
be smaller than that on the left side.

Figure 7E shows the numbers of FOS� nuclei on the left and
right sides in segments L4 –S1 of Bw2 and Bw1. It can be seen that
in the symmetrically stepping cat (Bw2; Fig. 7B–D), the numbers
of FOS� nuclei were similar between the two sides of the spinal
cord in all segments. In contrast, in the asymmetrically stepping
cat (Bw1), there were substantially fewer FOS� nuclei on the
right side in segments L5–S1 than on the left side. The most
prominent (1.5- to 2-fold) difference was observed within the
regions DM and CM (Fig. 7E). Thus, the distribution of FOS�
nuclei in the spinal cord depended on the kinematics of locomo-
tor movements.

Together, the obtained results suggest that c-Fos immuno-
staining in our experiments was specific, i.e., c-Fos-labeled neu-
rons belonged to locomotor networks.

Discussion
In the present study on decerebrate cats, we compared, first,
the efficacy of ES stimulation of different segments of the
lumbosacral enlargement to evoke FW and BW locomotion

Figure 7. Specificity of c-Fos immunostaining. A, The mean numbers (�SE) of FOS� nuclei in the DL, DM, CL, CM, VL, and VM
areas of the gray matter in segments L4 –S1 of the cat (sFW) that performed a short period of stepping (30 min) and in cats (FW)
that performed long-lasting stepping (1.5–2 h). For the cat sFW, an average based on five sections from each segment is presented.
For FW cats, an average based on 15 sections from each segment taken from three cats (5 sections from each segment of each
individual cat) is presented. B–E, Kinematics of locomotor movements (B, C) and distribution of FOS�nuclei (D, E) in two cats that
performed symmetrical and asymmetrical walking (Bw2 and Bw1, respectively). B, Recording of locomotor movements of the right
and left limbs (Limb-R and Limb-L) in Bw2 and Bw1. sw, Swing; st, stance; fl, a part of the locomotor cycle when the flexed limb is
maintained above the surface at the extreme posterior position (relative to the trunk) before landing. C, Mean (�SE) of the step
length (n � 50) exhibited by the left (L; light gray) and right (R; dark gray) hindlimb of Bw2 and Bw1. D, The coefficient of
asymmetry (mean�SE) between the left and right hindlimbs in Bw2 and Bw1. E, The number of FOS� nuclei on the left (L; light
gray) and right (R; dark gray) sides of segments L4 –S1 revealed in Bw2 and Bw1. The total number of FOS� nuclei in five sections
from each segment is shown.
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and, second, the distribution of spinal
networks generating FW and BW
locomotion.

Epidural stimulation of the spinal cord
can immediately activate spinal locomo-
tor networks, as demonstrated in spinal
animals (Barthélemy et al., 2007; Courtine
et al., 2009) and humans (Dimitrijevic et
al., 1998; Shapkov and Shapkova, 1998). It
has been suggested that ES effects are
based on stimulation of myelinated sen-
sory fibers of dorsal roots, resulting in
polysynaptic activation of spinal locomo-
tor networks (Capogrosso et al., 2013).

In the present study, we found that in
each animal, ES sites that evoked both
FW and BW locomotion were located in
a narrow zone (usually within the L6
segment, but in some animals from cau-
dal L5 to caudal L7). Epidural stimula-
tion of other segments within the L3–S2
region evoked FW locomotion only
during BW treadmill motion and did
not evoke any rhythmic limb move-
ments during FW treadmill motion.
Thus, a relatively small group of afferent
fibers activated by ES at any segment
from L3 to S2 is able to activate net-
works generating FW locomotion. In
contrast, networks generating BW loco-
motion can be activated only by affer-
ents excited by ES applied near and at
L6 –L7.

A possible explanation for this result
could be a difference in the rostrocaudal
distribution of corresponding locomotor
networks [i.e., a wide (within L3–S2) and
a narrow (within L6 –L7) distribution,
respectively].

To test this hypothesis, we compared
the distribution of spinal neurons acti-
vated during FW and BW stepping using
c-Fos immunostaining. Earlier, this tech-
nique was used to study the distribution of
spinal neurons activated during FW loco-
motion (Dai et al., 2005; Ahn et al., 2006;
Ichiyama et al., 2008; Noga et al., 2009). It
should be noted that some neurons, de-
spite being activated, do not show c-Fos
elevation (Hunt et al., 1987; Dragunow
and Faull, 1989). Thus, it is possible that only a subset of the
neurons forming spinal locomotor networks was revealed in the
present study. It is also likely that some of the c-Fos-labeled neu-
rons were related to activation of the locomotor networks and did
not contribute to the generation of locomotor movements. How-
ever, our recent study has shown that the majority of spinal neu-
rons activated by ES exhibit rhythmic activity, suggesting that
they contribute to the generation of locomotion (Zelenin et al.,
2015, 2016). The distribution of c-Fos-labeled neurons revealed
in the present study reflected differences in the kinematics of
locomotor movements [small and large paw excursion (Fig. 7B–
E), FW and BW stepping (Fig. 6)] and was similar to that ob-
served in cats performing locomotion in earlier studies (Dai et al.,

2005; Noga et al., 2009). These findings allow us to suggest that
the majority of c-Fos-labeled neurons revealed in the present
study belong to locomotor networks.

Surprisingly, we found that qualitatively, the distribution of
FOS� nuclei was similar in cats stepping FW and BW. In both
groups of cats, FOS� nuclei were found within L4 –S1 spinal
segments. In both groups, the density of FOS� nuclei was higher
in three regions of the gray matter: (1) in the lateral parts of
laminae I–VI in the dorsal horn (DL area), (2) in the intermediate
gray matter, at boundaries between laminae VI and VII (CL area),
as well as between laminae VII and X (CM area), and (3) in the
ventromedial region, including lamina VIII (VM area). A similar
rostrocaudal distributions of FOS� nuclei and patterns of FOS�

Figure 8. Distribution of spinal networks generating FW and BW stepping. A, A hypothesis about the control of step
direction (modified from Musienko et al., 2012). The locomotor system includes two principal mechanisms, one generating
a vertical component of the step (limb elevation and lowering) and the other generating a horizontal component (limb
transfer from one extreme point to the other). The latter includes networks generating the horizontal component of step in
different directions (for simplicity, only the networks generating steps in four directions are shown: F, forward; B, back-
ward; R, rightward; and L, leftward). These networks receive sensory input signaling limb motion in stance; reaching an
extreme position triggers a limb transfer. ES of the spinal cord activates a network generating a vertical component of the
step. It also causes subthreshold activation of all networks generating a horizontal component. Due to the treadmill motion
(e.g., forward), the limb will reach an extreme anterior position, and sensory input will activate network B (marked in blue),
which will evoke the BW step. Thus, ES stimulation can evoke stepping opposite to the direction of treadmill motion. B,
Areas of the gray matter in L6 and L7 where the neurons of the network generating the horizontal component of BW steps
are located (marked in blue). Abbreviations are as in Figure 5C. C, A scheme for the rostrocaudal distribution of a network
generating the vertical component of the step (green thick line), a network generating the horizontal component for FW
steps (red thick line) and a network generating the horizontal component for BW steps (blue thick line) in the lumbosacral
enlargement. Insets 1– 4, Hindlimb configurations in the middle of swing (pink and light blue) and at extreme limb
positions during one step cycle (red and blue). Thick and thin black arrows show the direction of the treadmill motion and
the directions of the limb swing movement, respectively. ES of rostral (L4 –L5) and caudal (S1–S2) segments containing
only two of three networks (generating the vertical component of the step and the horizontal component for the FW step)
evokes FW locomotion (insets 1 and 4). ES of L6 –L7 segments containing all three networks (generating the vertical
component of the step, the horizontal component for the FW step and the horizontal component for the BW step),
depending on the direction of the treadmill belt motion, evokes FW (inset 2) or BW (inset 3) stepping, respectively. Note
that FW-stepping movements evoked by ES of rostral segments are performed at a more rostral position in relation to the
trunk and with more flexed limb compared with those evoked by ES of caudal segments (compare insets 1 and 4).
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nucleus density over the cross section of the gray matter were
observed in cats performing MLR-evoked FW locomotion (Dai
et al., 2005). This is in line with our recent results. We found that
the same spinal neurons are rhythmically activated during FW
locomotion evoked by MLR stimulation and by ES of the spinal
cord (Zelenin et al., 2015). We have also shown that interneurons
that were rhythmically active during ES-evoked FW and BW lo-
comotion were located in all areas of the gray matter in L4 –L6
(Zelenin et al., 2016).

Most likely, the majority of c-Fos-labeled cells located in the
DL and DM areas were activated by sensory feedback from the
moving limb, since in cats performing fictive locomotion,
their number is dramatically decreased (Carr et al., 1995; Dai
et al., 2005). c-Fos-labeled neurons located in the CL and CM
areas may include Ia inhibitory interneurons, midlumbar
group II interneurons, and neurons of ascending tracts (i.e.,
spinocerebellar and spinoreticular tracts). It has been shown
that all these neurons are rhythmically active during MLR-
evoked FW locomotion (Feldman and Orlovsky, 1975; Mc-
Crea et al., 1980; Noga et al., 1987; Pratt and Jordan, 1987;
Shefchyk et al., 1990; Stecina et al., 2013; Arshavsky et al.,
1972a,b). c-Fos-labeled neurons in the CM area may include
commissural interneurons contributing to left-right limb
alternation during locomotion (Kjaerulff and Kiehn, 1996;
Kiehn and Butt, 2003; Matsuyama et al., 2004).

Although the distributions of FOS� nuclei in the lumbosacral
enlargement were qualitatively similar between cats that per-
formed FW and BW locomotion, they differed quantitatively.
The number of c-Fos-labeled neurons in specific areas of the gray
matter in the L6 and L7 segments of cats performing BW loco-
motion (Fig. 8B, blue) was significantly higher than that observed
in cats performing FW stepping. We demonstrated that, first,
the higher number of labeled neurons in BW-stepping cats was
not a result of nonspecific activation of neurons located under
the epidural electrode (Fig. 6B). Second, the number of labeled
neurons in BW-stepping cats correlated with the amplitude of
the horizontal component of BW steps (Fig. 7B–E). These
results suggest that the higher number of labeled neurons in
BW-stepping cats compared with that observed in FW-
stepping cats reflects activation of a specific network generat-
ing the BW direction of stepping.

We found that the kinematics of the hindlimb FW-stepping
movements depended on the rostrocaudal position of the epi-
dural electrode. During FW stepping evoked by ES of rostral
segments, the limb configuration was more flexed than that
during stepping evoked by ES of caudal segments (Fig. 8C,
compare insets 1 and 4), suggesting predominance in the ac-
tivity of flexors and extensors, respectively. Because in rostral
and caudal segments of the lumbosacral enlargement, mo-
toneuronal pools for flexor and extensor muscles prevail, re-
spectively (Vanderhorst and Holstege, 1997), one can suggest
that ES of a specific segment not only activates locomotor
networks generating FW locomotion but also increases the
excitability level of motoneurons located in stimulated and
neighboring segments.

The main kinematical difference of BW locomotion from FW
locomotion is reversed hip joint motion: flexion (not extension)
during stance and extension (not flexion) during swing (Buford
et al., 1990). One of the important afferent signals contributing to
triggering the FW swing is activation of muscle spindle afferents
of hip flexors at the end of the stance (Rossignol et al., 2006). One
can suggest that during BW locomotion, the afferent signals
about hip flexion (from muscle spindle afferents of hip extensors)

at the end of the stance could be used for triggering the BW swing.
Thus, motoneuronal pools of hip extensors and afferents from
them could represent important elements of the network deter-
mining the horizontal component of the BW step. Segments
L6 –L7, whose stimulation evokes BW walking, contain these el-
ements (Hamm et al., 1985; Vanderhorst and Holstege, 1997).

Earlier (Musienko et al., 2012), we proposed a hypothesis
about the control of step direction (Fig. 8A). We proposed that
the locomotor system includes two principal mechanisms, one
generating the vertical component of the step (limb elevation and
lowering) and the other generating the horizontal component
(limb transfer from one extreme point to the other). The latter
includes networks generating the horizontal component of the
step in different directions (Fig. 8A, see legend). In the framework
of the two-layered locomotor CPG model (Rybak et al., 2015), it
can be suggested that the vertical-component mechanism in-
cludes the rhythm generator and a part of the pattern-formation
layer, while the horizontal-component networks belong to the
pattern-formation layer.

To conclude, we suggest that networks generating the vertical
component of steps and the horizontal component for FW step-
ping are distributed throughout the whole lumbosacral enlarge-
ment (Fig. 8C, green and red lines, respectively). By contrast, the
network generating the horizontal component for BW stepping is
located in L6 –L7 only (Fig. 8C, blue line). Thus, to activate this
network, ES should be applied near the L6 –L7 segments, whereas
widely distributed networks generating vertical and horizontal
components of FW stepping can be activated by ES of any of the
L3–S2 segments. To evoke both FW and BW stepping, the same
widely distributed network generating the vertical component of
the step should be activated. This can explain the qualitatively
similar distribution of c-Fos-labeled neurons in FW- and BW-
stepping cats. Because neurons of the network generating the
horizontal component for FW stepping (FW neurons) are widely
distributed in the lumbosacral enlargement, whereas all neurons
of the network generating the horizontal component for BW
stepping (BW neurons) are concentrated in L6 –L7, the number
of BW neurons in L6 –L7 is substantially higher than that of FW
neurons.
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